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Want to prove you’re the wizard of Washington Capitals trivia?Pick up this fact book to fully equip
yourself with as much information on the franchise as possible!The book begins with the
Capitals’ NHL debut in 1974-75 and carries on until the end of the infamous Covid-19-ridden
regular season.All the Capitals fan favorites and stars are represented, including: Mike Gartner,
Rod Langway, Olaf Kolzig, Scott Stevens, Dale Hunter, Adam Oates, Jaromir Jagr, and, of
course, the one and only, Alexander Ovechkin!Test yourself with questions such as:Who was the
first player ever chosen by Washington in the NHL Entry Draft?Who was the first Caps player
named to the NHL’s First All-Star Team? The “Ice Cheetah” was the nickname of which former
Washington forward?Which team was forward Andre Burakovsky traded to in June 2019?Which
general manager drafted Jeff Greenlaw 19th overall in 1986?The book contains 15 topical
quizzes with 300 mind-bending questions as well as 150 famous facts and anecdotes about the
franchise. You’ll be able to separate fact from fiction with each passing page!All areas of the
organization are covered, such as its history, team captains, great goaltenders, wonderful
wingers, crafty centers, brilliant blueliners, tremendous trophy winners, and famous
rivalries.Make sure you never accept another Caps trivia challenge again without first reading
this fact-filled Washington Capitals trivia quiz book!

Learn How to Quickly Solve Difficult CSET Test QuestionsHere's a little "secret" about the
CSET: the CSET is what we in the test preparation field call a "content driven" test.While some
tests are looking to see what you are ABLE to learn, the purpose of the California Subject
Examinations for Teachers (CSET), offered by the California Commission on Teacher
Credentialing (CTC) and National Evaluation Systems (NES), is to test your understanding of
what you have already learned. The goal of the CSET is to use a standardized testing process to
create an objective assessment of a test taker's knowledge and skills.In other words, it's more
about what you know than your ability to solve clever puzzles. This is good news for those who
are serious about being prepared, because it boils down to a very simple strategy:You can
succeed on the CSET by learning critical concepts on the test so that you are prepared for as
many questions as possible.Repetition and thorough preparation is a process that rewards
those who are serious about being prepared, which means that succeeding on the CSET is
within the reach of virtually anyone interested in learning the material.This is great news! It
means that if you've been worried about your upcoming CSET, you can rest easy IF you have a
good strategy for knowing what to study and how to effectively use repetition to your
advantage.But it also creates another set of problems.If you tried to memorize every single
possible thing you can for the CSET, the field of possible things to review would be so huge that
you could not hope to cover everything in a reasonable time.That's why we created the CSET



Flashcard Study System: we have taken all of the possible topics and reduced them down to the
hundreds of concepts you must know and provided an easy-to-use learning method to
guarantee success on the CSET.We wanted this system to be simple, effective, and fast so that
you can succeed on your CSET with a minimum amount of time spent preparing for it. --Here Are
Some of the Features of Our CSET Flashcard Study SystemStudy after study has shown that
repetition is the most effective form of learning- and nothing beats flashcards when it comes to
making repetitive learning fun and fastFlashcards engage more of your senses in the learning
process- you "compete" with yourself to see if you know the answers to the questions, and the
flipping action gets you actively involved in the learning processOur cards are printed on heavy,
bright white 67 lb. cover stock, and are laser printed at 1200 dpi on our industrial printers- these
are professional-quality cards that will not smear or wear out with heavy usageWe cover the
major content areas on the examOur flashcards include an edge that is micro-perforated, which
means that you are much less likely to have a painful papercut on your fingers when moving
quickly through the cardsOur cards are portable, making it easy for you to grab a few and study
while waiting for the bus or the doctor, or anywhere where you have a spare moment that would
otherwise be wastedOur CSET cards are written in an easy to understand, straightforward style
- we don't include any more technical jargon than what you need to pass the testThe cards are a
generous size- 3.67 x 4.25 inches- they fit perfectly in your hands and they aren't so small that
you have to use a magnifying glass to read tiny type- all questions and answers are in a normal-
size print for easy studyingOur cards include in-depth explanations- you won't see any "one
word" answers on our cards that require you to go get a textbook to understand why your answer
was wrong- all of our cards include generous, thorough explanations so you not only get it right
or wrong- but you also know why!We use a font created by Microsoft to make reading easier-
this will enable you to absorb more information painlessly during late night study sessionsOur
system enables you to study in small, digestible bits of information- unlike using boring
textbooks, flashcards turn learning into a "game" you can play until you've mastered the
materialIt's easy for a friend to help you study- they don't even have to know anything about the
CSET- if they can read, then they can quiz you with our flashcards!Now, let us explain what the
CSET Flashcard Study System is not. It is not a comprehensive review of your education, as
there's no way we could fit that onto a single set of flashcards.Don't get us wrong: we're not
saying that memorization alone will automatically result in a passing CSET score- you have to
have the ability to apply it as well. However, without the foundation of the core concepts, you
cannot possibly hope to apply the information. After all, you can't apply what you don't
know.CSET Flashcard Study System is a compilation of the hundreds of critical concepts you
must understand to pass the CSET. Nothing more, nothing less. --If you think there's even the
smallest chance that these flashcards will help you, you owe it to yourself to try them out. Don't
let fear or doubt stand in the way of your opportunity to achieve the test score you need to fulfill
your dreams.--This text refers to the cards edition.
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The UltimateWashington Capitals Trivia BookA Collection of Amazing Trivia Quizzes and Fun
Facts for Die-Hard Capitals Fans!Ray WalkerCopyright © 2020 by HRP HouseALL RIGHTS
RESERVEDNo part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted
in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or
otherwise, without the prior written permission of the publisher.Exclusive Free BookCrazy Sports
StoriesAs a thank you for getting a copy of this book I would like to offer you a free copy of my
book Crazy Sports Stories which comes packed with interesting stories from your favorite sports
such as Football, Hockey, Baseball, Basketball and more.Grab your free copy over
atContentsIntroductionChapter 1: Origins & HistoryQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?
Chapter 2: Jerseys & NumbersQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?Chapter 3: Famous
QuotesQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?Chapter 4: Catchy NicknamesQuiz Time!Quiz
AnswersDid You Know?Chapter 5: The Captain ClassQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?
Chapter 6: Statistically SpeakingQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?Chapter 7: The Trade
MarketQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?Chapter 8: Draft DayQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid
You Know?Chapter 9: Goaltender TidbitsQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?Chapter 10:
Odds & EndsQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?Chapter 11: Capitals on the Blue LineQuiz
Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?Chapter 12: Centers of AttentionQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid
You Know?Chapter 13: The Wingers Take FlightQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?Chapter
14: The Heated RivalriesQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?Chapter 15: The Awards
SectionQuiz Time!Quiz AnswersDid You Know?ConclusionIntroductionHockey fans are often
inspired by what they see on the ice, and their favorite team is typically a source of excitement,
loyalty, and pride. Fans belong to a community of others who all experience the same emotions
while following their on-ice heroes.Washington Capitals fans are part of this community as they
wear the red, white, and blue of the Capitals’ uniform with pride. The Capitals have been
entertaining the masses for close to half a century with a multitude of memorable moments.
Washington has iced some of the game’s greatest players and coaches over the years, with
plenty of joy and drama to go along with them. This Capitals trivia book is a celebration of the
franchise through all of its ups and downs. It takes a look back at what makes this club so unique
by reminding fans of all the critical moments of its history. Each chapter is meant to entertain
and test your knowledge of the Capitals organization from day one to the present. Each of the
fifteen chapters consists of twenty multiple-choice and true or false quiz questions, as well as
the all-important answers on a separate page. The chapters also contain ten “Did You Know”
facts about the franchise.Some fans will read the book as a way of testing their knowledge about
the Capitals’ history, while others will look forward to learning something new or entertaining
themselves. Of course, due to the competitive nature of sports, there are sure to be readers who
will challenge their fellow Capitals fans to see who has the most knowledge about the club, or
who simply has the best memory. So, whether you’re reading the book for entertainment
purposes, as a learning or teaching experience, reliving the past, or challenging others, you’ll be
sure to strengthen the bond with your favorite NHL team along the way.The statistics and



information gathered for the book are up to date as of the beginning of 2020. The Capitals will
surely add some more fascinating history to the team over the coming years, but this book will fill
you with enough knowledge to become an up-to-date expert.Chapter 1: Origins & HistoryQuiz
Time!1. In which season did the Washington Capitals make their NHL debut?
1967-681970-711974-751979-802. The Washington Capitals play their home games in the
American state of Washington.TrueFalse3. Which other expansion franchise joined the NHL in
the same season as the Capitals?Buffalo SabresVancouver CanucksKansas City
ScoutsEdmonton Oilers4. The new franchise was named the Capitals because it is based close
to Washington, D.C., the capital of the United States of America.TrueFalse5. The Capitals’ home
arena from 1974 to 1997 was named the Capital Center.TrueFalse6. Washington moved to a
new home arena in 1997.TrueFalse7. Who was the first owner of the Capitals franchise? He also
owned the Washington Bullets NBA club.Harold BallardMilt SchmidtAbe PollinTed Leonsis8.
Who was the first general manager of the Capitals?David PoileMilt SchmidtMax McNabJim
Anderson9. Who was the first player, and 1st pick overall, ever chosen by Washington in the
NHL Entry Draft?Defenseman Greg JolyLeft winger Paul NicholsonLeft winger Mike
MarsonCenter Brian Kinsella10. Washington was beaten 6-3 in New York by the Rangers in their
first-ever NHL contest. The team’s first win was a 4-3 home conquest over which squad?
Minnesota North StarsLos Angeles KingsBoston BruinsChicago Blackhawks11. During their
inaugural season, the Capitals posted the worst winning percentage in NHL history. What was
it?.075.131.250.33312. The Capitals managed to win just one of 40 road games in their debut
NHL season.TrueFalse 13. The Capitals played 80 regular-season games in their first campaign
and posted how many victories?68101214. Which player led Washington in goals, assists, and
points in the team’s inaugural big-league season?Right winger Tommy WilliamsLeft winger
Denis DupereCenter Ron LalondeDefenseman Gord Smit15. The Capitals made their first
Stanley Cup playoff appearance in 1982-83 and were eliminated in the 1st round three games to
one by which team?Toronto Maple LeafsPittsburgh PenguinsPhiladelphia FlyersNew York
Islanders 16. The Capitals didn’t win their first playoff series until 1983-84 when they beat which
team in three straight games?Montreal CanadiensPhiladelphia FlyersNew York RangersNew
York Islanders17. Washington has won the Stanley Cup just once in the franchise’s
history.TrueFalse18. How many head coaches have the Capitals had from the team’s inception
until the 2019-20 season?1016182119. Who was the first Washington player to be named to the
NHL’s First All-Star Team?Defenseman Rod Langway - 1982-83Defenseman Scott Stevens -
1987-88Goaltender Olaf Kolzig - 1999-2000Winger Alexander Ovechkin - 2005-0620. Who was
the first Capitals player to have his number retired by the franchise?Mike GartnerDale
HunterYvon LabreRod LangwayQuiz Answers1. C – 1974-752. B – False3. C – Kansas City
Scouts4. A – True5. A – True6. A – True7. C – Abe Pollin8. B – Milt Schmidt9. A – Defenseman
Greg Joly10. D – Chicago Blackhawks11. B – .13112. A – True13. B – 814. A – Right winger
Tommy Williams15. D – New York Islanders16. B – Philadelphia Flyers17. A – True18. C – 1819.
A – Defenseman Rod Langway - 1982-8320. D – Rod LangwayDid You Know?1. The Capitals



franchise was awarded by the NHL in July of 1972. The team is currently owned by Ted Leonsis
and the Monumental Sports and Entertainment Company, which he heads. Leonsis bought the
club in 1999, and the Capitals work with two minor league affiliate teams, which are the South
Carolina Stingrays of the East Coast Hockey League (ECHL) and the Hershey Bears of the
American Hockey League (AHL).2. The first head coach of the Capitals was Jim Anderson, a
former NHL player who competed in seven games with the Los Angeles Kings. Anderson was
fired by Washington midway through the team’s inaugural season with a wins-losses-ties record
of 4-45-5 after 54 games. He was replaced by George ‘Red’ Sullivan, who went 2-16-0 in 18
games in charge before being fired at the end of the season.3. The Capitals’ first NHL goal was
scored by Jim Hrycuik on October 9, 1974, in the club’s first regular-season outing, a 6-3 loss to
the New York Rangers at Madison Square Garden. Hrycuik would go on to play just 21 career
games in the NHL, all with Washington, and post five goals and five assists.4. The Ottawa
Senators’ road record was an NHL all-time worst 1-41-0 in 1992-93. However, Washington also
won just one away game in their first NHL season, a 5-3 triumph over the California Golden
Seals on March 28, 1975.5. After missing the playoffs in their first eight NHL seasons, there
were numerous rumors regarding the club’s future in 1982. Some local fans and businesses
started a campaign called ‘Save the Caps’ to keep ownership from moving the franchise
elsewhere. David Poile was then hired as general manager, and his shrewd trades helped the
team improve by 29 points in 1982-83 from the previous season. The club made the postseason
for the first time in 1982-83 and to the delight of the fans stayed put.6. Once the Capitals got a
taste of playoff hockey in 1982-83, the club would then go on to reach the postseason for the
next 13 consecutive seasons. Their best playoff finish during that stretch was reaching the 3rd
round in 1989-90. Washington beat the New Jersey Devils four games to two in the 1st round.
They then ousted the New York Rangers four games to one before losing in four straight to the
Boston Bruins in the Conference Finals.7. After missing the playoffs in 1996-97, the Capitals
rebounded by reaching the Stanley Cup Final for the first time the next season. They beat
Boston in five games in the opening round and followed up by eliminating the Ottawa Senators
in five games and the Buffalo Sabres in six in the next two rounds. However, they ran into
defending champion the Detroit Red Wings in the Final and were swept in four games.8. The
Capital One Arena is located in the Chinatown area of Washington, D.C. The Capitals’ home rink
was known as the MCI Center from 1997 to 2006 and the Verizon Center between 2006 and
2017. The building is also the home venue of the NBA’s Washington Wizards and Georgetown
University’s men’s basketball squad.9. The first player ever drafted by the Capitals to be
inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame was winger Mike Gartner. He was chosen in 1979 with the
4th overall pick and inducted into the Hall of Fame in 2001. Gartner played 1,432 regular NHL
season games with five different teams and notched 708 goals and 627 assists for 1,335 points.
He also holds or shares four regular-season Capitals’ scoring records and two NHL records.10.
Washington won the Stanley Cup for the first time in franchise history in 2017-18 when they
downed the Vegas Golden Knights four games to one in the Final series. The Capitals beat the



Columbus Blue Jackets in six games in the 1st round and eliminated the Pittsburgh Penguins in
six in the 2nd round. They then reached the Final by edging the Tampa Bay Lightning in seven
contests in the Eastern Conference Final.Chapter 2: Jerseys & NumbersQuiz Time!1. How many
Capitals players have had their jersey number retired?04792. The three predominant colors that
make up Washington’s current jersey are red, white, and blue.TrueFalse 3. No Capitals player
has worn the number of former goaltender Olaf Kolzig since he retired in 2008. What number did
Kolzig wear?293031374. Hall of Fame winger Mike Gartner had his number retired by
Washington in December of 2008. What number did he wear?111421325. Capitals winger
Alexander Ovechkin has made which number famous throughout his career, as his nickname
also contains his jersey number?7818286. Who has been the only Capitals player to ever wear
the number 7, which has since been retired?Rod LangwayYvon LabreDale HunterDennis
Maruk 7. The Capitals and all other NHL teams have retired the number 99 in honor of Wayne
Gretzky, the league’s all-time leading scorer.TrueFalse8. Washington and all other NHL teams
have also retired number 66, which was made famous by Mario Lemieux.TrueFalse9. The
highest jersey number worn in Capitals history has been 96. Who wore it?Nathan WalkerJaromir
JagrMilan NovyPhil Housley10. Hall of Fame forward Sergei Fedorov played a total of 70 regular-
season games with Washington in 2007-08 and 2008-09. What number did he wear?
1219449111. The Capitals’ third jersey in the 2015-16 season was dark green in
color.TrueFalse12. Which famous Washington, D.C., landmark has been used as a logo on the
Capitals’ jersey?The White HouseThe Lincoln MemorialThe National MallThe Capitol
Building13. The Capitals have utilized a secondary logo of a bald eagle with its wings spread to
represent the letter W. What is the nickname of the logo?Bald BirdSpread
EagleWeagleBeagle14. The letter T in the Capitals’ written jersey logo is replaced by the figure
of a hockey stick.TrueFalse15. In which season did Washington introduce a black alternate
jersey?1976-771981-821997-982018-1916. The Capitals made a major uniform change in
1995-96 by incorporating which colors into their jerseys?Yellow and greenOrange and
blackGold and purpleBlue and black17. Former Washington captain Dale Hunter made which
since-retired jersey number famous?1724323318. Who has been the only player to wear
number 88 for the Capitals?Nate SchmidtZach SanfordJay BeagleJose Theodore19. What
common symbol is featured above the Capitals’ logo on the team’s jerseys?
StarsStripesCrossesHearts
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Grady Harp, “‘Washington has won the Stanley Cup just once in the franchise’s history’ True!.
Author Ray Walker steps up to the plate as a sports enthusiast and data expert with this fresh
compendium of entertaining and illuminating facts about the Washington Capitals. Though
everyone knows the team, even those us who are not hockey aficionados, this well written book
flows with facts and trivia that both amaze and entertain. Ray has also written CRAZY SPORTS
STORIES, and this book continues his series of Sports Trivia books that include the New York
Yankees, the Dallas Cowboys, the Boston Bruins, the Pittsburgh Steelers, the Pittsburgh
Penguins, the Los Angeles Dodgers, the Chicago Cubs and the New England Patriots, so it
becomes readily apparent that not only is his knowledge of hockey keen, but also baseball and
football.In his introductory comments Ray states, ‘Washington Capitals fans are part of this
community [of fans] as they wear the red, white, and blue of the Capitals’ uniform with pride. The
Capitals have been entertaining the masses for close to half a century with a multitude of
memorable moments. Washington has iced some of the game’s greatest players and coaches
over the years, with plenty of joy and drama to go along with them.’And with that impetus for
learning some of the facts about this team, the session (aka ‘game’) begins. Each chapter –
Origins and History, Jerseys & Numbers, Famous Quotes, Catchy Nicknames, The Captain
Class, Statistically Speaking, The Trade Market, Draft Day, Goaltender Tidbits, Odds and Ends,
Capitals on the Blue Line, Centers of Attention, The Wingers Take Flight, The Heated Rivalries,
and The Awards Section – is delivered in the form of quiz questions followed (of course) by quiz
answers and embellished by even more trivia in a Did You Know? section.For knowledgeable
fans and those who would like to become knowledgeable, this book is a fine resource. Impress
friends and acquaintances with in depth knowledge of the sport of Hockey. Grady Harp, October
20”

Debra S McGee, “Good for trivia and hockey lovers.. Can anyone see Jim Carey, star of The
Mask playing hockey? I totally can. He’d be funny and sarcastic getting pushed against the
glass.Alas, there is another Jim Carey. He DOES play hockey. I’m not sure if it’s with the same
attitude, but he exists. He’s with the Bruins now.Along with the mistaken identity of one of the
clubs top goalies, I learned a lot of trivia in this book. My husband and I don’t follow hockey but
I’d throw little bits at him and we’d learn something. The cool thing about going into this knowing
nothing is the lack of pressure to learn mixed with the fun way it presents facts.This book is good
for trivia lovers whether you like hockey or not. Why skip an entire trivia or Catchphrase category
if you don’t have to?”

William, “This Is An Interesting Book About The Washington Capitals Hockey Team.. This is an
interesting book about the Washington Capitals ice hockey team. Some of the interesting
information that is mentioned in this book includes the following information: 1974-1975 was the



season that the Washington Capitals made their NHL debut. Washington won the Stanley Cup
for the first time in its franchise history in 2017-2018. Dennis Maruk was the first Washington
player to notch 50 goals in a season. Although Olaf King represented Germany internationally,
he was born in South Africa. Washington hosted its first NHL All-Star Game in 1982. For those
people who want to learn more about the Washington Capitals hockey team, I would
recommend they read this book.”

Taryn Scott, “Learning about the Capitals. I always wanted to learn a little bit more about the
Washington Capitals and hockey in general. I can definitely say I am more of fan now then I was
before. It’s so much rich history. I learned that the Capitals have 4 people with there jerseys
number retired. I also found out some interesting info like right winger Mike Gartner holds the
Capitals’ record for the longest point-scoring streak at 17, which he achieved twice in his career.”

Bud S, “Liked. Got this as a gift, will see how he likes it, but I think he will”

Cara, “Lots of fun. Interactive read. More than just facts and figures. It felt more like a trivia game
than a book with the quizzes in each chapter.”

Reader 1, “An overdue spotlight. This is a team that never seems to have been shown the
respect it deserves... Until now. I never knew this was such an interesting team...”

Joey O’, “Washington Capitals Reference Book. The family has ties to the team, it was only
fitting to get the book fir them.”

Michelle Surette, “Opened My Mind. Not going to lie, I'm not a fan of the Caps, but I read Ray
Walker's other trivia books and enjoyed them so much that I figured I may as well read them all
and not leave any out just because I didn't like the team. I'm glad I did. Very well done and I
enjoyed learning a lot of new things about the team.”

kyle korneychuk, “Good Info. Great book for Washington Captial fans. Recommend buying.”

The book by Ray Walker has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 77 people have provided feedback.
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